The Illinois Housing Development Authority (Authority) is a body politic and corporate of the State created in 1967 by the Illinois Housing Development Act, 20 ILCS 3805/1 et. seq., for the purposes of assisting in the financing of (i) decent, safe and sanitary housing for persons and families of low and moderate income; and (ii) residential mortgages in the State of Illinois.

I hereby grant permission to the Authority to use my name, experience, voice, and photographic likeness in connection with the Authority's affordable housing mission.

This release further authorizes the Authority to edit, telecast, cablecast, rerun, duplicate, use, syndicate and to distribute in any medium or forum my experience, voice and photographic likeness in connection with the Authority’s affordable housing mission. I understand that the Authority has no obligation to use my name, experience, voice and photographic likeness if it chooses not to do so.

I acknowledge that under these terms that my name, voice and photographic likeness and all rights pertaining thereto are entirely the property of the Authority, its licensees, successors and assigns, absolutely and forever, for any and all copyright terms and all extensions and renewal terms of copyright whether now known or hereafter created throughout the world, and for all uses and purposes whatsoever. I further acknowledge that I shall receive no compensation for the use of my name, experience, voice or photographic likeness.

I hereby release and discharge the Authority and its members, officers, directors, employees, agents, successors and assigns from all actions, causes of action, suits, debts, sums of money, accounts, controversies, damages, claims and demands whatsoever, in equity or in law, which I now may have or may later acquire against the Authority relating to the use of my name, experience, voice and photographic likeness.

The rights granted herein shall inure to the benefit of the Authority, its licensees, successors and assigns.